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Flow birefringence measurements have been performed for several linear molecules between 90 and 293 K. From a comparison with viscomagnetic effect data, information is obtained about the scalar factor of the angular momentum polarization present in viscous flow, of which only the tensorial factor had been determined. Experiments on hydrogen isotopes,
for which only one rotational level is excited, confirm the assumption that the polarization does not depend on the translational energy.

1. Introduction

plicitly understood that in this case* 02 vanishes. The
tensors,02n and*02 are both normalized:

It is well known that in viscous flow of a gas consisting o f polyatomic molecules, alignment o f the angular momenta J occurs. Experiments on the viscomagnetic effect (VME, a Senftleben-Beenakker effect [ 1 4 ] ) , have shown that for linear molecules a
single angular momentum polarization is produced in
viscous flow. It was found that its tensorial factor
could be represented by the second-rank irreducible
tensor in J. The dependence o f the polarization on the
rotational and translational energy (j2 and W2 with W
the reduced peculiar velocity) is usually taken into account by a single scalar factor which may depend on
these quantities (single moment approximation). In
the appendix an outline of the kinetic theory o f angular momentum alignment is given.
We denote the scalar factor is viscous flow b y P~,
so that the angular momentum polarization is
, 0 2 n = prr,02,

(l)

with
, 0 2 = ( ~ ) l / 2 j T / ( j 2 ( j 2 _ ~))1/2.

(,02,~ :¢02,,>0 = (,02:4,02>0 = 5,

(3)

leading to a condition for PTr :
Oo2j2(j2

3
3
_ r~)>0 = ( j 2 ( j 2 _ ~)>0-

(4)

It is not possible to obtain information on the
scalar factor from experiments on the viscomagnetic
effect alone. Additional information can be obtained
from flow birefringence experiments (FBR), which
were first performed by Baas [5,6]. A theory o f this
phenomenon was given by Hess [7] in 1969. In 1974
Hess [8] suggested that information on the j 2 dependence of the scalar factor o f the polarization could be
obtained in the form o f an overlap integral b y combining FBR and VME data.
To do so we proceed in the following way. F r o m
measurements of the viscomagnetic effect the following inverse matrix element of the W a l d m a n n - S n i d e r
collision operator c~ [11 ] can be calculated,
s-l(02~zu, -- 1 (*02~r :c'~-1~20>0 •

(5)

(2)

For / = 0 the tensor )--fhas no meaning. It is here im1 Present address: Gordon McKay Laboratory, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, USA.
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Although in flow birefringence experiments the
same polarization is produced, only the non-equilibrium average o f the diagonal in J part o f the molecular
alignment tensor ~ is observed (with u the unit vector along the figure axis o f the molecule). This part
135
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can be represented by the normalized tensor [7]

,0i

= (~)l/2(j2/(j2

_ ~))~l/2)--f/(j2

_ 3).

(6)

The experimental flow birefringence data directly give
the following inverse matrix element:
S-1(20)-02 1 <d~0]:Q~-lilt20 )0 '

(7)

=

As(~ 02n is the only polarization produced in viscous
flow, it is possible to write
(~02 "c~-1~20)0. =s!<~02 'l~02n) 0 (11102n:Q~-1I~20)0 ,(8)
so that the overlap integral
Gr ~- ~ ((I)0~ :d~02~r>0

(9)

can be determined by combining the results o f both
experiments. The sign o f a , is unknown, since the
sign o f S• - 1 ( 021r
2 0 ) cannot be determined from the viscomagnetic effect. Essentially, Gr is a slightly modified
thermal average o f the scalar factor Pn :
an = [(j2/(j2 _ 3))0(J2(j2 _ 2))0] -1/2(PTrJ2)0" (10)
If only a single rotational level is excited Gr = <Pn)0"
Clearly PTr does not depend on j 2 in such a case, but
it may still depend on W2. I f P , does not depend on
W2, as is usually assumed, a~ must be equal to one in
the single-level case.
Values for a n for several gases at room temperature
can be found in table 1, together with the rotational
temperatures 0. The results show that a~ < 1 for all
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molecules, as required by the fact that a n is an overlap
integral between two normalized tensors (eq. (9)).

2. Temperature dependence of Gr
In order to obtain further information on the scalar
factor, an apparatus has been built which allowed us
to measure the temperature dependence of flow birefringence in the region between 90 K and room temperature. VME data in the same temperature region
were already available [2,3]. A detailed description of
the experiment will be presented in a forthcoming
paper [9].
From the measurements the relevant inverse matrix
elements could be determined as a function of temperature. In fig. 1 results are shown for N 2 as an example
o f a "classical" molecule and in fig. 2 for ortho-deuterium as an example o f a molecule for which the quantum-mechanical treatment is necessary. F o r N 2 also
the resulting values for a n are shown, which were calculated using eq. (8). Clearly, a n does not depend on
the temperature in the range investigated. Similar results have been obtained for CO. For ortho-deuterium
S-1(002 ) and s - l ( 0 2 n ) are equal within the experimental uncertainties (see fig. 2), so that G "~ 1.

N2
10 ~ s m 3

Table 1
The rotational temperature 0 and the overlap integral a~r for
some linear molecules at 293 K. Estimated error 7% for the
"classical" finear molecules and HD, and 12% for para-hydrogen and ortho-deuterium (viscomagnetic effect data have been
used from refs. [2,3] and flow birefringence data from ref. [9])
Gas
Nz
CO
NzO
CO2
OCS
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0 (K)
2.88
2.78
0.60
0.56
0.29

(2

,/

2

I

an
0.72
0.73
0.68
0.67
0.66

HD

64.3

0.83

p-H2
o-D e
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43.0

0.92
0.97
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Fig. 1. Results for N 2. A: s-l(02n) obtained from the viscomagnetic effect [2] (estimated error 4%). o: S -1 ~ ) obtained
from flow birefringence (estimated error 7%). • : a n as a function of temperature.
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(P/=o is the fractional occupation number of thej = 0
ground state), corresponding to a production o f tensor
polarization that depends only on the orientation of J
("normalized"); and

15
oD 2
10'" sm .3

P~=l,

10

i.e.
¢021r =~b02 = (~)1/2
05

[s,i ~
I
0

0
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Fig. 2. Results for ortho-deuterium. *: S-1(°2on) obtained
from the viscomagnetic effect [ 3 ] .o: S-1 (°oZ)obtained from
flow birefringence. Typical error bars are drawn, a n =
S - 1 tO2 ~/c,-I iO2n~
~,20)1o ~,20 J "~ 1 over the temperature range investigated
(not drawn).

3. Discussion
The results obtained for a n for different gases at
room temperature (see table 1), combined with the
data obtained from this study on the temperature dependence, lead to the following conclusions. For "classical" linear molecules the data show that, within the
experimental uncertainties, a n has a constant value of
about 0.70. This fact supports a hypothesis that in the
classical region (T >>0) the scalar factor o f the tensor
polarization produced in viscous flow is the same for
all linear molecules.
From the value o f a n even more specific information about the scalar factor may be obtained. It is
usually assumed t h a t P n does not depend on W2. Until
now two different suggestions f o r P n have been put
forward:
<j2(s2

Prr

[j2(j2

_

3)]1/2

(l--p]=o) -1/2,

i.e.
~02n = (~)1/2 [j2(j2 1~J
_ 3)] 1/2 (1 -- Pi=0) -1/2

(11)

~'J
(j2(j2 _ 3))1/2 '

(12)

corresponding to a situation where the production is
roughly proportional to j2 ("unnormalized"). From
eq. (10) it can be calculated that for classical linear
molecules (mainly high rotational states occupied)
these choices would correspond to a n ~ 1 and 0.70,
respectively. Note that for such molecules both choices
lead to temperature-independent values for a~r. The experimental results therefore strongly suggest that the
"unnormalized" polarization given in eq. (12) is a good
approximation to dp027r for all "classical" linear molecules. Note, however, that this solution is non-unique.
For para-hydrogen at 293 K and for ortho-deuterium at T < 200 K (essentially o n l y ] = 0 a n d j = 2 occupied) the "single-level" case is approximately
reached. The experimental results for these gases show
that a. = 0°n)0 ~ 1, thereby confirming the assumption that Pn does not depend on W2. For HD at temperatures between 90 and 293 K a value for a n is
found ranging from 0.90 to 0.83, illustrating part of
the transition from the single-level case to the classical
case (not shown here).
Full details about the comparison between the viscomagnetic effect and flow birefringence, supplemented
with information obtained from experiments on the
collisional broadening o f the depolarized Rayleigh line,
will be published in due course [10].
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A p p e n d i x . A summary of the kinetic theory o f
angular momentum alignment in viscous f l o w

The equilibrium state of a gas of linear molecules
is described by the one-particle distribution function
f(0) (Maxwell distribution). As f(0) is normalized to n,
an equilibrium average of a quantity A is given by
(A) 0 = (1/n)Tr

f go)Ad3c,

(A1)

with Tr the trace over internal states (j', m).
Small deviations from equilibrium may be taken into account by writingf = f(0)(1 + ~b). A non-equilibrium average o f A may be written in scalar product
notation (when (A)0 = 0)

f.f(O)A4, d3c,

(el)ne = (A [(/)) = (1/n)Tr

(A2)

with c the molecular velocity. The scalar function 4)
has to obey the linearized Waldmann-Snider equation
(a quantum-mechanical version o f the Boltzmann equation). In the special case o f viscous flow tiffs equation
may be formally written
c)~ 4) = - ( 2 / n ) W-'W: V-~,

(A3)

with'
. denoting the symmetric traceless part of a
tensor (W'-W= [W] (2) with W the reduced peculiar
velocity W = (m/2kT)l/2(c - •)) andC~ the linearized
collision operator. A formal solution to this equation
is
q~= -(2/n)C~ -1 ~ :

V--~o,

(a4)

where c)~-i is the inverse o f the operator c~. It can be
seen that ~, which describes deviations from equilibrium, is proportional to the driving force V--~. In order
to represent c~ we chose a complete orthonormal set
of basis functions which consist of a product of normalized irreducible tensors in W and J and a normalized
scalar factor Ps which may depend on j2 and W2:

Opqs = ( 2P/p!)l/2 [W] (P)
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Because cR is an isotropic operator, the matrix elements of c'R or oR-1 may be written as a product of
trivial isotropic tensors and a scalar (reduced) matrix
element which will be denoted S(P,q,ss, ) and s-l(pP,qq 4')
respectively. The matrix elements of cR are related to
effective cross sections according to S(pP,q
q 4') =
(v)0~,(p,q,s,). When the two rows of indices are equal
one will be omitted for simplicity•
We will limit the discussion to viscous flow. From
experiments on the viscomagnetic effect it is known
that in this case the basis set may be restricted to two
functions: 020 and 002~r , with PTr an unknown function of W2 and j2.
This restriction allows expression of matrix elements
of c~ -1 into those of c'R in a simple way. Furthermore
it follows that the only non-zero non-equilibrium averages of the basis functions are those of 020 and 002n .
The shear viscosity coefficient is determined by momentum transport which is related to the average of
the tensor 'WW',and therefore to (020)ne. From eqs.
(A2) and (A4) it follows that this may be written as
(020)ne = -(21/2/n)(0201Q~

([J](q) Q [Y](q))0

1

1

S-1(20) ~ S(20) - (v)0~(20) '
02n

s(20 )
[Y](q)Ps.

(A5)

The index s may be omitted ifP s = 1. Here (3 denotes
a q-fold contraction. As an example,
002 = (~)l/2j']/(j2(j2
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_ ~))1/2.

(A6)

(A7)

The shear viscosity coefficient is thus proportional to
the diagonal inverse scalar matrix element S 1(20) =
~(020 : c~-1#020) 0 . (A contraction over the trivial ten1
sot indices accounts for the factor ~ .)
In a viscous flow field the molecules are partially
aligned, as described by the alignment tensor 0027r .
The non-equilibrium average o f this tensor is proportional to the off-diagonal inverse matrix element
S_1(02~) =- ~ (002n : c'~ -1020)0 ' Off-diagonal matrix
elements are in general much smaller than diagonal
ones. Using this fact and simple matrix inversion, the
following approximate relations between the inverse
matrix elements and effective cross sections may be
derived

S-l(027r) ~ _ S(20)S(02n i ×

1~20) :~-~.

(AS)

~.(02n "~
"-'~20 /
(v)0~(20)~(02a) •

(a9)
From the shear viscosity ~ ( 2 0 ) can thus be calculated,
~r02n~
while from the viscomagnetic effect both ~t20 J and
~ ( 0 2 n ) can be obtained. The value of the field to pressure ratio B/p yields the decay cross sections ~(02n),
• ~ 02~
while the production cross section '--(20 ) can be de-
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rived from the saturation value of the^effect.
The non-equilibrium average ofdp02 , which is observed in flow b irefringence experiments, is proportional to S - I ( 0z u~/ . This matrix element cannot directly
be expressed into effective cross sections, since in
principle ~b02 does not belong to the basis setd~Pq s.
However, this tensor can be expressed in terms of this
set, leading to the relation between the viscomagnetic
effect and flow birefringence discussed in this Letter.
A more detailed treatment of the kinetic theory of
alignment may be found in ref. [11 ]. Note, however,
that in this paper a different definition is used for d~02.
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